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Abstract

Domain generalization (DG) aims to learn a robust
model from source domains that generalize well on un-
seen target domains. Recent studies focus on generating
novel domain samples or features to diversify distributions
complementary to source domains. Yet, these approaches
can hardly deal with the restriction that the samples syn-
thesized from various domains can cause semantic distor-
tion. In this paper, we propose an online one-stage Cross
Contrasting Feature Perturbation (CCFP) framework to
simulate domain shift by generating perturbed features in
the latent space while regularizing the model prediction
against domain shift. Different from the previous fixed syn-
thesizing strategy, we design modules with learnable fea-
ture perturbations and semantic consistency constraints.
In contrast to prior work, our method does not use any
generative-based models or domain labels. We conduct
extensive experiments on a standard DomainBed bench-
mark with a strict evaluation protocol for a fair compar-
ison. Comprehensive experiments show that our method
outperforms the previous state-of-the-art, and quantitative
analyses illustrate that our approach can alleviate the do-
main shift problem in out-of-distribution (OOD) scenarios.
https://github.com/hackmebroo/CCFP

1. Introduction
Deep Neural Networks have achieved remarkable suc-

cess on a number of computer vision tasks[27, 65]. These
models rely on the i.i.d assumption[52], i.e., the training
data and testing data are identically and independently dis-
tributed. However, in real-world scenarios, the assumption
does not always hold due to the domain shift problem[5].
For instance, it is hard for a model trained on photographs
to adapt to sketches.

Domain adaptation (DA) methods[13, 50, 61] can be em-
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ployed to handle the out-of-distribution (OOD) issue in the
settings where unlabeled target data is available. Although
DA can perform well on known target domains, it still fails
in practical situations where target domains are not accessi-
ble during training. Domain generalization (DG) [59] aims
to deal with such problems. The goal of domain general-
ization is to learn a generalized model from multiple differ-
ent but related source domains (i.e. diverse training datasets
with the same label space) that can perform well on arbi-
trary unseen target domains. To realize this goal, most deep
learning models are trained to minimize the average loss
over the training set, which is known as the Empirical Risk
Minimization (ERM) principle[53]. However, ERM-based
network provably fails to OOD scenarios[38, 11, 21, 64].

One line of work[49, 45, 46] improves the generaliza-
tion capability of a model by optimizing the worst-domain
risk over the set of possible domains, which are created by
perturbing samples in the image level or using generative-
based model (i.e. VAE[25] or GAN[17]) to generate ficti-
tious samples. Despite the performance promoted by creat-
ing samples in the image level on an offline basis to approx-
imate the worst case over the entire family of domains, it is
hard to generate ”fictitious” samples in the input space with-
out losing semantic discriminative information[43]. More-
over, the offline two-stage data perturbation training pro-
cedure is nontrivial since both training a generative-based
model and inferring them to obtain perturbed samples are
challenging tasks.

Another line of work perturbs features in the latent
space[55, 70] by tuning the scaling and shifting parameters
after instance normalization. Another study[32] extends it
and leverages the uncertainty associated with feature statis-
tics perturbation. However, these methods all rely on a fixed
perturbation strategy (linear interpolation or random pertur-
bation) which limits the domain transportation from synthe-
sized features to original features. Besides, although the in-
stance normalization-based feature perturbation can change
the information of intermediate features which is specific
to domains, they still fail to preserve the semantic invari-
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ant, as the instance normalization may dilute discriminative
information that is relevant to task objectives[39]. The per-
formance of feature synthesis methods can be undetermined
on account of semantic inconsistency[35].

As is mentioned above, the data perturbation based
methods can hardly generate the fictitious samples in the in-
put space, and the feature perturbation based methods lim-
its the diversity of the synthesized features and fail to pre-
serve the semantic consistency. To address both of these
issues, we propose to enforce a domain-aware adaptive fea-
ture perturbation in the latent space following the worst-
case optimization objective and explicitly constrain the se-
mantic consistency to preserve the class discriminative in-
formation.

Practically, the desideratum for the worst-case DG prob-
lem is to simulate the realistic domain shift by maximiz-
ing the domain discrepancy and minimizing the class dis-
criminative characteristics between the source domain dis-
tribution and the fictitious target domain distribution. To
this end, we design an adaptive online one-stage Cross
Contrasting Feature Perturbation (CCFP) framework.
An illustration of CCFP is shown in Figure 1. Our CCFP
consists of two sub-network, one is used to extract the
original features which represent the online estimate of the
source distribution, and the other is used to perturb features
in the latent space to create semantic invariant fictitious tar-
get distribution. In order to preserve the class discriminative
information of the perturbed features, we regularize the pre-
dictions between the two sub-networks.

A key component of our framework is the feature per-
turbation. As pointed out in the research field of style
transfer[10, 22], the feature statistics carry the informa-
tion primarily referring to domain-specific but are less rel-
evant to class discriminative. Based on this, we design a
learnable domain perturbation (LDP) module which can
generate learnable perturbation of features to enlarge the
domain transportation from the original ones. Note that the
LDP only adds learnable scaling and shifting parameters on
feature statistics without adopting domain labels or addi-
tional generative models.

Another critical point of CCFP is the measurement of
domain discrepancy. Different from existing study measure
the domain discrepancy in the last layer[58, 51], we pro-
pose to measure the domain discrepancy from the interme-
diate features to align with the observation that the shallow
layers of the network learn low-level features (such as color
and edges) which are more domain aware but less semantic
relevant[60]. Additionally, Gatys et al.[15] show that Gram
matrices of latent features can be used to encode stylistic
attributes like textures and patterns. Motivated by this, we
develop a novel Gram-matrices-based metric to represent
the domain-specific information from the intermediate ac-
tivations. We maximize the dissimilarity between the in-

termediate features’ Gram matrices to simulate the domain
shift.

We validate the effectiveness of CCFP on a standard DG
benchmark called Domainbed[18]. Comprehensive experi-
ment results show that our method surpasses previous meth-
ods and achieves state-of-the-art.

In summary, our contributions are three-fold:

• We propose a novel online one-stage cross contrast-
ing feature perturbation framework (CCFP) for worst-
case domain generalization problem, which can gener-
ate perturbed features while regularizing semantic con-
sistency.

• We develop a learnable domain perturbation (LDP)
module and an effective domain-aware Gram-
matrices-based metric to measure domain discrepancy,
which are useful for DG and integrated into the above
CCFP framework. Additionally, our algorithm does
not use any generative-based models and domain
labels.

• Comprehensive experiments show that our method
achieves state-of-the-art performance on diverse DG
benchmarks under strict evaluation protocols of
DomainBed[18].

2. Related Work

Domain generalization (DG) aims to learn generalized
representations from multiple source domains that can gen-
eralize well on arbitrary unseen target domains. For exam-
ple, in the PACS dataset[30], the task is to extract category-
related knowledge, and the domains correspond to different
artistic styles like art-painting, cartoon, photo, and sketch.
The model will use three of four datasets to train and use the
rest dataset to test. Various methods have been proposed in
the DG literature that can be roughly classified into three
lines: learning the domain invariant representation[51, 16,
37, 36, 57], meta-learning techniques[47, 3, 9, 29] and data
perturbation based methods[56, 43, 71]. Our work is most
relevant to the last line.

Data perturbation: Data perturbation in the input
space can create diverse images to alleviate the spuri-
ous correlations[46] and improve the model generalization.
Volpi et al.[56] proposed an adversarial data augmentation
and learned an ensemble model for stable training. Bai et
al.[2] decomposed feature representation and semantic aug-
mentation approach for OoD generalization. Qiao et al.[43]
extended it to create “fictitious” populations with large do-
main transportation. Zhou et al.[71] employed a data gener-
ator to synthesize data from pseudo-novel domains to aug-
ment the source domains. Different from these methods, we
propose a latent space feature perturbation instead of per-
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turbing raw data in the input space and require no domain
labels or any generative-based models.

Feature perturbation: Unlike most data perturbation
methods that adopt transformations in the input space, some
approaches perturb features in the latent space. Li et
al.[31] show that even perturbing the feature embedding
with Gaussian noise during training leads to a comparable
performance. Manifold Mixup [55] adopts linear interpola-
tion from image level to feature level. Recent works show
that linear interpolation on feature statistics of two instances
[70] can synthesize samples to improve model generaliza-
tion. Nuriel et al.[41] randomly swaps statistics of different
samples from the same batch. [32] extends it and leverages
the uncertainty associated with feature perturbations. These
methods are based on a fixed perturbation strategy and lack
a constraint to preserve semantics. In our work, the LDP
modules can generate learnable perturbations to enlarge the
domain transportation while the CCFP framework can ex-
plicitly preserve the semantic consistency.

3. Method
3.1. General Formulation

We formulate domain generalization in a classification
setting from the input features x ∈ X to the predicting la-
bels y ∈ Y . Given a model family Θ and training data
drawn from some distribution. The goal is to find a model
θ ∈ Θ that generalizes well to unseen target distribution
Ptar. DG can be formulated as the following problem:

min
θ∈Θ

E(x,y)∼Ptar
[ℓ(θ; (x, y))] (1)

where E[·] is the expectation, ℓ(·, ·) is the loss function.
The challenge for DG is that the target domain distribu-

tion Ptar is not available. An alternative approach to solve
Eq.(1) is to merge all the data from source domains and
learn the model by minimizing the training error across the
pooled data. This is known as the Empirical Risk Minimiza-
tion (ERM) principle:

θ̂ERM := min
θ∈Θ

E(x,y)∼Psrc
[ℓ(θ; (x, y))], (2)

where Psrc is the empirical distribution over the training
data. Since the ERM-based methods provably lack robust-
ness on OOD scenarios[38, 11], a number of work[28, 20,
45, 46] formulated DG as a worst-case problem leveraging
distributionally robust optimization and adversarial train-
ing:

θ̂worst−case := min
θ∈Θ

sup
P :D(P,Psrc)≤ρ

EP [ℓ(θ; (x, y))] (3)

Here D(·, ·) is a distance metric on the space of probabil-
ity distributions. The solution to Eq.(3) aims to achieve a

good performance against the domain shifts while the fic-
titious target distributions P are distance ρ away from the
source domain distribution Psrc. To solve Eq.(3), previous
work expects to create fictitious distributions P by perturb-
ing training samples in the input space or using generative-
based models and updating the model with respect to these
fictitious worst-case target distributions.

However, perturbing samples in the image level may
introduce class distortions detrimental to model training
which may cause the performance decline. Moreover,
the offline two-stage training procedure requires significant
computational resources since training the generative model
and using it to obtain additional samples are both challeng-
ing tasks[60, 34].

In this regard, we propose an online one-stage cross
contrasting feature perturbation (CCFP) framework
(Sec.3.2) to obtain perturbed representation distribution P l

with learnable feature statistics (Sec.3.3) in latent space
without using any generative-based model. Further, to pre-
serve the semantic discriminative information of the per-
turbed features, we utilize an explicit semantic constraint to
encourage the model to predict consistent semantic repre-
sentations. As it is demanded to determine the source do-
main distribution and the fictitious target domain distribu-
tion according to Eq.3, we utilize a dual stream network as
it is illustrated in Figure 1.

It is noteworthy that the distance metric is essential to the
worst-case DG problem since it is used to measure the dis-
similarity between the source domain distribution and the
fictitious target domain distribution. The ideal goal of the
metric is to create a fictitious target distribution with a large
domain discrepancy from the source distribution as well as
retain semantic discriminative information. Previous work
directly boosts the dissimilarity in the high-level semantic
space[56] (usually the output of the last layer), thus failing
to preserve the semantic discriminative information. To sat-
isfy the goal, we propose a domain-aware Gram-matrices-
based metric to boost the dissimilarity in the whole latent
space except for the high-level semantic space (Sec.3.4).
Further, to better preserve the semantic discriminative in-
formation, we utilize a regularization loss to explicitly con-
strain the semantic consistency between the source domain
and the fictitious target domain in Sec.3.5.

3.2. Cross Contrasting Feature Perturbation
Framework (CCFP)

Since our goal is to simulate the realistic domain shifts in
the latent space. To determine the source domain distribu-
tion and create the fictitious target domain distribution, we
employ two sub-networks to extract features from the same
images. As illustrated in Figure 1, one is used to extract the
original features which represent the online estimation of
source distribution in latent space. The other is used to gen-
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Figure 1. An overview of our proposed CCFP. Our framework consists of two sub-networks. (a) The bottom network is a pre-trained
backbone, and the top network is the same pre-trained backbone equipped with LDP modules (red boxes). The two sub-networks have
similar architecture (except for the LDP modules) but do not share parameters. The steps of feature perturbation and the calculation of
Ldis are shown in (b).

erate perturbed features which represent the fictitious tar-
get distribution by using our learnable domain perturbation
modules in the intermediate layers.

From the practical perspective, it is intractable to select
an appropriate magnitude of the domain shift ρ. In this re-
gard, we consider Eq.3 as the following Lagrangian relax-
ation with penalty parameter γ:

θ̂ := min
θ∈Θ

sup
P l

{EP l [ℓ(θ; (x, y))]− γD(P l, P l
src)} (4)

Here P l
src is the source domain distribution in the latent

space, and the P l is the fictitious target distribution in the
latent space. Taking the dual reformulation Eq.4, we can
obtain an min-max optimization objective that maximizes
the domain discrepancy between the source distribution and
the fictitious target distribution while minimizing the target
risk.

During the min-max optimization, each iteration can be
divided into two steps. For the maximization step, a batch
of images will be fed into both sub-networks and are used
to calculate the domain discrepancy loss, denoted by Ldis

detailed in Eq.8, only the parameters of LDP blocks will be
updated at this stage. For the minimization step, the same
batch of images will be fed into the model again and are
used to calculate the classification loss (cross-entropy loss)
and semantic consistency loss, denoted by Lsem detailed in
Eq.9, all the parameters of two sub-networks will be up-
dated at this stage.

3.3. Learnable Domain Perturbation Module (LDP)

The key point of our CCFP framework is how to cre-
ate domain-aware feature perturbation. As perturbing pa-
rameters for an affine transformation of intermediate fea-
tures after normalization can change their characteristics
which primarily refer to domain-specific information but
are less relevant to category-related information[10, 22],
Huang et al.[22] propose the adaptive instance normaliza-
tion (AdaIN), which replaces the feature statistics of the in-
put features x with the feature statistics of a style image’s
features xs to achieve style transfer. Let x ∈ RB×C×H×W

be a batch of features, the AdaIN can be formulated as:

AdaIN(x) = σ(xs)
x− µ(x)

σ(x)
+ µ(xs) (5)

where µ(x) ∈ RB×C and σ(x) ∈ RB×C are the mean and
standard deviation respectively. However, in DG scenarios,
the feature statistics of target domain images are not avail-
able. Previous work[70, 32] utilizes linear interpolation or
uncertainty modeling to diversify the feature statistics, but
both of them limit the domain transportation from synthe-
sized features to original features. To address this, we de-
sign a learnable domain perturbation (LDP) module (The
red box in Figure 1) to generate perturbed intermediate fea-
tures:

LDP (x) = (σ(x) + γ)
x− µ(x)

σ(x)
+ µ(x) + β (6)
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Here we only add learnable parameters γ and β to the fea-
tures’ original scaling σ(x) and shifting µ(x) statistics. Dif-
ferent from prior works based on a fixed perturbation strat-
egy, the LDP module can enlarge the domain discrepancy
between the original and the perturbed features.

3.4. Gram-based Domain Discrepancy Metric

The worst-case optimization objective for DG is to guar-
antee model performance against fictitious target distribu-
tion within a certain distance from the source distribution.
Considering the essential desideratum of DG that enables
the model to generalize well to the unseen domain, the ideal
distance metric is domain-specific and class-discriminative
agnostic. Inspired by the well-known observation[66] that
the shallow layers learn low-level features which are task-
irrelevant, we build an effective domain discrepancy metric
applied to the shallow layers. Specifically, Gatys et al.[15]
shows that Gram matrices can encode stylistic attributes like
textures and patterns that are less relevant to task objectives
but can be used to depict the individual domain informa-
tion. Therefore, we utilize the Gram-matrices-based metric
to depict the domain discrepancy.

Specifically, we denote the network as the following:

c(x) = g ◦ fn ◦ fn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1(x) (7)

Here g is the classifier, f = fn ◦ fn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1(x)
is the feature extractor, and n denotes the number of
shallow layers. In our method, we use a set of Gram
matrices {G1, G2, · · · , GK} from a set of shallow lay-
ers {f1, · · · , fK} in the network to describe the domain-
specific characteristics. The domain discrepancy loss can
be formulated as:

Ldis = −
K∑
i=1

||G(f i
o(x))−G(f i

p(x))||F (8)

where fo and fp are two feature extractors (original and per-
turbed) respectively. K is the number of shallow layers to
calculate the loss Ldis, G(·) is the Gram matrix, and the
|| · ||F denotes the Frobenius norm.

3.5. Explicit Semantic Consistency Constraint

To better preserve the semantic consistency, we mini-
mize the L2-norm between the final classifier predictions
of two sub-networks. The semantic consistency loss can be
formulated as:

Lsem = ||go(fo(x))− gp(fp(x))||22 (9)

Here go and gp are two classifiers (original and perturbed
respectively). The final loss is given by:

Lfinal = Lcls1 + Lcls2 + λdisLdis + λsemLsem (10)

Algorithm 1 : Cross Contrasting Feature Perturbation
Input:Strain = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, batch size B, learning
rate η, Adam optimizer, initial λdis, λsem

Initial: Parameters of CCFP i.e. parameters θ0, θ1, ϕ0,
ϕ1, (γk, βk; k = 1 · · ·K) for feature extractor fo, fp,
classifier go, gp and LDP modules P 1, P 2 · · ·PK (K is
defined in Eq.8).
repeat

Minimization Stage:
for i = 1, · · · , B do
Li
cls1

= ℓ(go(fo(xi)), yi)

Li
cls2

= ℓ(gp(fp(xi)), yi)

Li
sem = λsem||fo(xi)− fp(xi)||22

end for
θ0, ϕ0 ← Adam( 1

B

∑B
i=1 L

i
cls1

+ Li
sem, θ0, ϕ0, η)

θ1, ϕ1, γk, βk ← Adam( 1
B

∑B
i=1 L

i
cls2

+ Li
sem, θ1, ϕ1,

γk, βk, η)
Maximization Stage:
for i = 1, · · · , B do
Li
dis = λdis

∑K
k=1 ||G(fk

o (xi))−G(fk
p (P

k(xi)))||F
end for
γk, βk ← Adam( 1

B

∑B
i=1 Lj

spe, γk, βk, η)

until θ0, θ1, ϕ0, ϕ1 are converged

The λdis and the λsem are used to control the strength of the
domain discrepancy loss Ldis and the semantic consistency
loss Lsem.

The optimization algorithm is designed in Algorithm 3.5.
During the inference, we only use the sub-network (the top
network in the Figure 1) which is learned from the perturbed
features to predict the final results, as the diverse latent fea-
tures help mitigate the domain shift. Additionally, the LDP
modules will also be used to prevent variations in the nor-
malization statistics that could otherwise cause model col-
lapse. Although the statistics shift can be alleviated by ran-
domly applying LDP during training, the LDP modules can
also be used as a test-time augmentation technology to boost
the performance, we will discuss it in the Appendix.

4. Experiments

4.1. DomainBed Benchmark

We conduct comprehensive experiments on the
DomainBed benchmark[18]. DomainBed includes
seven multi-domain image classification tasks: Colored
MNIST[1], Rotated MNIST[16], PACS[30], VLCS[12],
Office-Home[54], Terra Incognita[4], and DomainNet[42].

Colored MNIST[1] is a variant of MNIST consist-
ing of 70,000 examples of dimension (2, 28, 28) and 2
classes. The dataset contains a disjoint set of colored dig-
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Algorithm CMNIST RMNIST VLCS PACS OfficeHome TerraInc DomainNet Avg

ERM[52] 51.5 ± 0.1 98.0 ± 0.0 77.5 ± 0.4 85.5 ± 0.2 66.5 ± 0.3 46.1 ± 1.8 40.9 ± 0.1 66.6
IRM[1] 52.0 ± 0.1 97.7 ± 0.1 78.5 ± 0.5 83.5 ± 0.8 64.3 ± 2.2 47.6 ± 0.8 33.9 ± 2.8 65.4

GroupDRO[46] 52.1 ± 0.0 98.0 ± 0.0 76.7 ± 0.6 84.4 ± 0.8 66.0 ± 0.7 43.2 ± 1.1 33.3 ± 0.2 64.8
Mixup[62] 52.1 ± 0.2 98.0 ± 0.1 77.4 ± 0.6 84.6 ± 0.6 68.1 ± 0.3 47.9 ± 0.8 39.2 ± 0.1 66.7
MLDG[29] 51.5 ± 0.1 97.9 ± 0.0 77.2 ± 0.4 84.9 ± 1.0 66.8 ± 0.6 47.7 ± 0.9 41.2 ± 0.1 66.7
CORAL[50] 51.5 ± 0.1 98.0 ± 0.1 78.8 ± 0.6 86.2 ± 0.3 68.7 ± 0.3 47.6 ± 1.0 41.5 ± 0.1 67.5
MMD[33] 51.5 ± 0.2 97.9 ± 0.0 77.5 ± 0.9 84.6 ± 0.5 66.3 ± 0.1 42.2 ± 1.6 23.4 ± 9.5 63.3
DANN[14] 51.5 ± 0.2 97.8 ± 0.1 78.6 ± 0.4 83.6 ± 0.4 65.9 ± 0.6 46.7 ± 0.5 38.3 ± 0.1 66.1

CDANN[33] 51.7 ± 0.1 97.9 ± 0.1 77.5 ± 0.1 82.6 ± 0.9 65.8 ± 1.3 45.8 ± 1.6 38.3 ± 0.3 65.6
MTL[6] 51.4 ± 0.1 97.9 ± 0.0 77.2 ± 0.4 84.6 ± 0.5 66.4 ± 0.5 45.6 ± 1.2 40.6 ± 0.1 66.2

SagNet[40] 51.7 ± 0.0 98.0 ± 0.0 77.8 ± 0.5 86.3 ± 0.2 68.1 ± 0.1 48.6 ± 1.0 40.3 ± 0.1 67.2
ARM[67] 56.2 ± 0.2 98.2 ± 0.1 77.6 ± 0.3 85.1 ± 0.4 64.8 ± 0.3 45.5 ± 0.3 35.5 ± 0.2 66.1
V-REx[26] 51.8 ± 0.1 97.9 ± 0.1 78.3 ± 0.2 84.9 ± 0.6 66.4 ± 0.6 46.4 ± 0.6 33.6 ± 2.9 65.6
RSC[23] 51.7 ± 0.2 97.6 ± 0.1 77.1 ± 0.5 85.2 ± 0.9 65.5 ± 0.9 46.6 ± 1.0 38.9 ± 0.5 66.1

AND-mask[24] 51.3 ± 0.2 97.6 ± 0.1 78.1 ± 0.9 84.4 ± 0.9 65.6 ± 0.4 44.6 ± 0.3 37.2 ± 0.6 65.5
SAND-mask[24] 51.8 ± 0.2 97.4 ± 0.1 77.4 ± 0.2 84.6 ± 0.9 65.8 ± 0.4 42.9 ± 1.7 32.1 ± 0.6 64.6

Fish[48] 51.6 ± 0.1 98.0 ± 0.0 77.8 ± 0.3 85.5 ± 0.3 68.6 ± 0.4 45.1 ± 1.3 42.7 ± 0.2 67.1
Fishr[44] 52.0 ± 0.2 97.8 ± 0.0 77.8 ± 0.1 85.5 ± 0.4 67.8 ± 0.1 47.4 ± 1.6 41.7 ± 0.0 67.1

CCFP (ours) 51.9 ± 0.1 97.8 ± 0.1 78.9 ± 0.3 86.6 ± 0.2 68.9 ± 0.1 48.6 ± 0.4 41.2 ± 0.0 67.7
Table 1. DomainBed with Training-domain model selection. We highlighted the best results using bold font.

its where domain d ∈ {90%, 80%, 10%} is the correlation
strength between color and label across domains. Rotated
MNIST[16] is a variant of MNIST consisting of 70,000 ex-
amples of dimension (1, 28, 28) and 10 classes. The dataset
contains digits rotated by d degrees where domain d ∈ {0,
15, 30, 45, 60, 75}. PACS[30] includes domains d ∈ {art,
cartoons, photos, sketches} with 9,991 examples of dimen-
sion (3, 224, 224) and 7 classes. VLCS[12] includes do-
mains d ∈{Caltech101, LabelMe, SUN09, VOC2007} with
10,729 examples of dimension (3, 224, 224) and 5 classes.
Office-Home[54] includes domains d ∈ {atr, clipart, prod-
uct, real} with 15,588 examples of dimension (3, 224, 224)
and 65 classes. Terra Incognita[4] contains photographs
of wild animals taken by camera traps at locations d ∈
{L100, L38, L43, L46} with 24,788 examples of dimen-
sion (3, 224, 224) and 10 classes. DomainNet[42] includes
domains d ∈ {clipart, infograph, painting, quickdraw, real,
sketch} with 586,575 examples of dimension (3, 224, 224)
and 345 classes.

For a fair comparison, the DomainBed benchmark[18]
presents an evaluation protocol about dataset splits, model
selection on the validation set, and hyperparameter (HP)
search, which is detailed below.

Dataset splits. The data from source domains are split
into training subsets (80%) and validation subsets (20%)
(used on Training-domain validation set model selection).
The data from the target domain are split into testing subsets
(80%) and validation subsets (20%) (used on Test-domain
validation set model selection). We repeat the entire exper-

iment three times using different seeds and report the mean
and standard error over all the repetitions.

Model selection methods. There are three model selec-
tion methods in [18]. (i) Training-domain validation set.
(ii) Leave-one-out cross-validation. (iii) Test-domain vali-
dation set (oracle). We choose the Training-domain model
selection that assumes the training and test examples follow
similar distributions. The best-performing model in the val-
idation set is selected as the final model, and its test domain
performance is reported as the final performance. The re-
sults of the oracle model selection are shown in Appendix.

Model architectures. Following DomainBed, we use
Conv-Net (detail in Appendix D.1 in [18]) as the backbone
for Colored MNIST and Rotated MNIST and use ResNet-
50[19] for the rest datasets. For the classifier, we only use
one linear layer. We insert the LDP modules after the first
Conv, Max Pooling, and 1,2,3-th ConvBlock, and we fur-
ther perform an ablation study for the effects of different
inserted positions. When using Conv-Net as our backbone,
we insert the LDP modules at the position after the first
three Batch Normalization layers.

Hyperparameter (HP) search. We run a random search
of 20 trials over the hyperparameter distribution given by
DomainBed. Our CCFP relies on two additional hyperpa-
rameters λspe and λsem, and we set the range of search such
as [0.1, 10] for both of them, more details about the range
of hyperparameter search will be discussed in Appendix.

Implementation details. We implement our algo-
rithm using the codebase of DomainBed in PyTorch, using
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ResNet-50 pre-trained on the ImageNet[8] and fine-tuning
on each dataset. Note that our evaluation setting follows the
standard evaluation protocol given by DomainBed[18].

4.2. Results

Comparison with domain generalization methods
on Domainbed benchmark. Comprehensive experi-
ments show that CCFP achieves significant performance
gain against previous methods on most of the bench-
mark datasets and obtains comparable performance on three
of seven datasets. Table 1 summarizes the results on
DomainBed using the Training-domain model selection
method. Our CCFP outperforms all previous approaches
on the averaged result.

To further validate the generalization of CCFP, we con-
duct experiments under another commonly used baseline
SWAD[7] as our backbone, which is a unique model selec-
tion mechanism. For a fair comparison, we only summarize
the methods based on SWAD. The performance comparison
with other existing approaches that adopted SWAD is pro-
vided in Tables 2-4. Our CCFP achieves significant perfor-
mance gain in all experiments against previous best results.

Algorithm A C P R Avg.

SWAD[7] 66.1 57.7 78.4 80.2 70.6
PCL[63] 67.3 59.9 78.7 80.7 71.6

CCFP (ours) 68.0 58.6 79.7 81.9 72.1
Table 2. Comparison with SWAD-based state-of-the-art methods
on OfficeHome benchmark. A: art, C: clipart, P: product, R: real,
Avg.: average.

Algorithm C L S V Avg.

SWAD[7] 98.8 63.3 75.3 79.2 79.1
PCL[63] 99.0 63.6 73.8 75.6 78.0

CCFP (ours) 98.9 64.1 74.9 79.9 79.4
Table 3. Comparison with SWAD-based state-of-the-art methods
on VLCS benchmark. C: Caltech101, L: LabelMe, S: SUN09, V:
VOC2007, Avg.: average.

Algorithm L100 L38 L43 L46 Avg.

SWAD[7] 55.4 44.9 59.7 39.9 50.0
PCL[63] 58.7 46.3 60.0 43.6 52.1

CCFP (ours) 59.9 47.6 60.8 43.8 53.0
Table 4. Comparison with SWAD-based state-of-the-art methods
on TerraIncognita benchmark. L100: Location 100, L38: Location
38, L43: Location 43, L46: Location 46, Avg.: average.

Comparison with previous feature perturbation
methods. To reveal the performance gain by using learn-

able parameters to perturb feature statistics, we conduct ex-
periments to compare with two previous features perturba-
tion methods Mixstyle[70] and DSU[32]. Since both of
them use their own experiment settings. For a fair compar-
ison, we rerun their results on the DomainBed experiment
benchmark. Table 5 shows that our CCFP achieves a sub-
stantial improvement in performance compared to the pre-
vious feature perturbation methods more experiment results
are shown in Appendix.

Algorithm A C P S Avg.

ERM 81.6 78.7 95.5 78.7 83.6
Mixstyle[70] 84.0 79.9 94.3 81.6 84.9

DSU[32] 81.9 79.6 95.0 79.6 84.1

CCFP (ours) 87.5 81.3 96.4 81.4 86.6
Table 5. Comparison with previous feature perturbation methods
on PACS benchmark. Comparison with SWAD-based state-of-the-
art methods on PACS benchmark.

5. Ablation Study
Effects of the explicit semantic regularization. To val-

idate the effectiveness of the semantic regularization, we
conduct experiments without using the semantic consis-
tency loss in Eq.10. Table 6 shows that semantic regulariza-
tion can achieve performance gain on most target domains
and the average accuracy. In particular, we can find that
without semantic regularization, our method can still sig-
nificantly outperform ERM.

Algorithm A C P S Avg.

ERM 81.6 78.7 95.5 78.7 83.6
CCFP(w/o) Lsem 83.6 83.9 96.4 80.3 86.0

CCFP (ours) 87.5 81.3 96.4 81.4 86.6
Table 6. Comparison with result without using Lsem on PACS
benchmark.

To further validate the essential to regularize the seman-
tic consistency after perturbing features in the latent space,
we enforce the semantic regularization on previous feature
perturbation methods. Note that both Mixstyle and DSU use
one single network to generate the perturbed features, which
is unable to calculate the Lsem in Eq.10. To address this, we
implement the two methods in our CCFP framework. Sim-
ilar to our approach, we use one sub-network to extract the
original features and use the other sub-network to generate
the perturbed features by using Mixstyle and DSU feature
perturbation methods. Further, we constrain the consistency
between the predictions of the two sub-networks. During
the inference, we only use the perturbed sub-network to
produce the final predictions which are the same as our ap-
proach. Since Mixstyle and DSU are non-parametric, we
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Figure 2. The visualization of feature statistics at the position 3. The top raw is the mean statistics and the bottom raw is the std statistics.
We conduct the experiments on the PACS dataset with ERM, Mixstyle, DSU and our CCFP.

remove the Ldis in Eq.10 in this experiment. Table 7 shows
that our dual stream architecture and the explicit semantic
consistency regularization can achieve a significant perfor-
mance gain (0.3% for Mixstyle and 1.4% for DSU).

Algorithm A C P S Avg.

Mixstyle[70] 84.0 79.9 94.3 81.6 84.9
Mixstyle (dual) 84.6 80.3 96.5 79.5 85.2

DSU[32] 81.9 79.6 95.0 79.6 84.1
DSU (dual) 86.3 79.4 94.6 81.7 85.5

CCFP (ours) 87.5 81.3 96.4 81.4 86.6
Table 7. Validation of the additional semantic consistency for pre-
vious feature perturbation methods on PACS benchmark.

Effects of LDP inserted positions. In CCFP, we use a
set of Gram matrices of intermediate features from a set
of layers {f1, · · · , fK} to describe the domain-specific
characteristics[69, 68]. To verify the effects of LDP inserted
positions, we name the position of ResNet after the first
Conv, Max Pooling, and 1,2,3-th ConvBlock as 1,2,3,4,5
respectively, and the effects of LDP on different inserted
positions are evaluated accordingly. We conduct the exper-
iments on dataset PACS and OfficeHome with the default
hyperparameters given by DomainBed. Table 8 shows that
more inserted LDP modules can produce relatively higher
classification accuracy. Hence we plug the LDP modules
into all five positions for our main experiments.
Visualization analysis on CCFP. To confirm that our
CCFP can alleviate the domain shift phenomena, we con-
duct experiments on the PACS dataset where we choose art
painting as the target domain and the rest as the source do-
main. We capture the intermediate features at position 4 to
study the feature statistic shifts. Figure 2 shows the fea-

Positions 1-3 2-4 3-5 1-5 ERM

PACS 85.3 84.8 85.4 86.6 83.6
OfficeHome 68.4 68.5 68.3 68.9 64.5

Table 8. Effects of different inserted positions on PACS and Of-
ficeHome benchmark.

ture statistics distribution from source domains and target
domains based on ERM, Mixstyle, DSU, and our CCFP.
For a fair comparison, we reproduce the results of ERM,
Mixstyle, DSU, and CCFP with the same fixed steps (5,000
steps, which is the same as the default value given by Do-
mainBed) and only consider the final checkpoint. It is
shown that our CCFP can obviously mitigate the domain
shift between the source and target domain features com-
pared with ERM and surpass Mixstyle and DSU. The result
shows that our method can help against the domain shift.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a simple yet efficient cross con-

trasting feature perturbation framework. Unlike previous
works, our method does not use generative-based models or
domain labels. Our approach can adaptively generate per-
turbed features with large domain transportation from the
original features while preserving semantic consistency, and
encourage the model to predict consistent semantic repre-
sentation against the domain shift. The experiments show
that our method performs better than the previous state-of-
the-art on the DomainBed benchmark.
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